
The second possibility to ex- n . . , ,
plain the lack of a viable gay n0CI3l TGOllttSl
group on campus is that Dalhou- stead of fighting land disputes with
sie is a patently gay un-friendly jn the February 6 edition of the guns, we handle these matters po- 
campus. Gazette, on pages four and five, the litically by address ;g such issues as

The Dalhousie Student Union Gazette printed an article entitled Native self-gover rent. We have
(DSU) has allowed the B-GLAD “Everyone's a racist", written by Tim safeguards like en oyment equity
(Bisexuals Gays and Lesbians at Covert, as well as an article entitled and affirmative
Dalhousie) seat on council to re- “Dialogue, Language and Race: The Canada is doing v well in worldly
main vacant for nearly a year. Intellectualization of Race", by terms.
rT„,,_ „„„„ i i .. Adwoa Buahene. I must object to This does not make Canada per-Have they even tr ed to advertise several ints brought up ta' these fect. w still have long way to go
that the seat exists? Or are they attelés. towards equality. I seems these ar-
comfortable in letting a desig- Let us begin with “Everyone's a tides were writtc to convince the
nated space remain empty? Would racist". Mr.Covert begins his article reader that inactir oncerning rac-
they do the same if the law rep- by throwing a blanket statement on ism might cause .e collapse of
resentative resigned? They would all readers: Wrong. You are a racist Canada. Racism is Canada's ma-
inform the community of law stu- he writes, 
dents that the position existed, 
and ask people to apply. Why 
aren’t the DSU publicizing the fact 
that the B-GLAD position exists, 
and trying to proactively involve 
the gay community in campus 
politics?

ing with the slaug ier of 1200 un
armed Muslims, like in Bosnia. In

ion. In brief,

jor problem, and \ n a cohort sug- 
It seems naive to use “Websters" gests "we move o from the topic

as an accurate source for defining of racism, it is per >s a suggestion
racism, as you would not use that we concer urselves with
Websters to define Dadaism, or ni- larger problems. It is not a denial of
hilism, yet he continues, in the spirit any unbalance, 
of Lionel I lutz (defense attorney). This is African Heritage Month. It 

Racism: 1) a belief that race is the is a month to reflect and display the 
primary determinant of human best accomplishments of African Ca-

The DSU and Dalhousie’s ad- traits and capacities that racial dif- nadians. It is not a license to infer
ferences produce an inherent supe- the label of apathetic on those who
riority of a particular race.

And this is what we are accused

ministration aren’t the only ones 
to blame here. Where are those do not feel racism is the guiding force 

in their lives, to label the general 
of. Let us take "we" to mean “Cana- public as racists. In discarding Cov-
dians." These labels of racist and ert and Buahene's myopic view of
prejudiced have been applied to us Canadians, many of us move away
on the grounds that we make judge- from the label of racist. I continue

Many will say that there is ments of people without adequate to slate myself alongside non-racists,
nothing to fight for, that the ma- grounds. Guilty as charged. People simply because ra ■ is not a crite-
jor victories have been won. Not constantly make judgements. How- rion on my list of \ lue judgements.

ever, this seems to be a human trait, Yes. Racism is a p oblem. But it is
a rac- not THE problem.

in the gay community that really 
should be out there, raising 
awareness and working towards 
greater understanding?

so. Now that homophobia is rec
ognized as unacceptable, that gay an<^ not necessarily the trait of

ist. These judgements we pass are 
not necessarily racial judgements as 
Tim has suggested.

Racism, in terms of what most of 
us would not like to be associated 
with, would imply that the judge- 

, on the ments we make are based on race, 
grounds that “they" shouldn’t be When I encounter someone, (when 
“stealing” a previously straight anybody encounters someone), there 
holiday. are immediately judgements passed.

People still forget that as re- Is this pers°n attractivle- mV-this Per‘ 
rent.lv as last vear Mpmhers nf son 18 smokmS — whatever. These 

,.y 1 - ,j ... , are judgements. According to Mr.
Parliament were still talking about covert, this makes me a racist. This 
the gay agenda to destroy lam- jS an alarmist view of racism. It is 
ily values' and bring our whole not racist because these judgements 
society crashing down around our are not based on race.

True, many prejudices are passed

issues are mainstream issues, now 
is the time for the gay commu
nity to keep the issues alive. 

Every year someone criticizes

Paul Lewandowski

Desperat / 
seeking luve

Triangle

I am in search of a girl who goes 
to Dalhousie Unix sity. I met her 
over Christmas Bn . and due to my 
own stupidity, I didn't get her last 
name or her a 
number. But, th 
about her.

■ss or phone 
hat I do know

Her name is Cl
While there are still people by generation, from one’s parents or Kristine. She is

one’s experiences. But these are not inches tall. She h 
the only influences on our lives.
Given adequate reason or initiative, 
we are free to leave these predispo- ing by the way s: 
sitions.

tine, or maybe 
it 5 feet, 4-6

ears.

:rly blond hair 
that goes about «. ;ird of the way 
down her back. Sh thin and judg- 

mced, I would 
say that she is in i client shape!!! 

In this respect, many people would She is from the r. md Falls area, 
has come a long way. but there is be understandably upset at being I think she said t
still far too much room to improve called racist. For example. I was once 10 miles from t

a member of a theatre group called ter Nina who is .
Insight, which dealt with racism. I

who can still effectively advocate 
this kind of ghetto-ization, then 
there is still a need for the Pink
Triangle supplement. The gay 
community and society at large

be lived about 
She has a sis- 

icher.
• i're interested 

you how we

for us to sit back now.
I'm not sure if

MARK REYNOLDS voluntarily put my non-paid time or not. but let v, 
into scenes which would be seen by met... 
the impressionable minds of thou- I am from Bridge1, ater, Maine, and

------------------------- 1 sands of high school students. I be- my friends and I u -cided to go to
lieved in what I was preaching. If as Foxes (a bar in G id Falls) for the 
a result of this. I am still a racist. evening on Saturd. night, Decem- 
and hence a sexist and homophobe her 28. We got there early and there 
as well as a member of the multi
tude of other discriminating groups, 
then my time has been in vain. As 
far as Covert is concerned, I may as 
well have not participated at all.

wasn't much goir on, so after a 
while, we decided to go over and 
check out Broadway, another bar 
across the street. W ■ walked in and 
looked around a little. My friends 

Covert suggests racism requires us pointed out these vo girls sitting 
to be conscious of its existence 24 
hours on end. This seems to be head- So, to add a little 
ing in the same direction politically evening, I did. One

talkative, and the viher girl was 
everyone will accept anti-racist” as quiet. After a little while Andrea got 
their master status, hence watching up and started dan ng with 
their every step to avoid falling into one, so being the nice guy that I am,
the pits ol isms is unrealistic, and I asked the quiet girl to dance. About
does not even represent the ideal.

Buahene criticises "intellectuals"
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down and told me to talk to them, 

itement to the
L Andrea, was

correctness once went. To think thatFor advertising information, 
call 494-6532 or visit our ad 
manager, 9am to 5pm daily. some-

The Gazette welcomes letters 
to the editor and commentary. 

All letters will be printed up to four 
per week. The printing of additional 

letters will be at the discretion 
of the Opinions Editor.

a song later they left, so I looked 
around and started dancing with a 

for allegedly denying the existence group of three girls. I was just hav-
of racism based on one's random ing a good time and then all of a
sample experience. To even suggest sudden it felt like something struck 
that Canada is a racially sound place me in the heart, 
to live might toss me into the ranks I looked across the dance floor and 
ol the holocaust deniers. there she was. Dancing with two or

I do not deny the existence of rac- three other girls was the most gor- 
ism in Canada. I am subject to such

Letters may be edited for length 
above 300 words and we reserve the 

right to edit commentary. geous girl I have ever seen. She 
value judgements every time I sign looked so fine and pleasant that I 
my name. But let's look as Canada don’t think I stopped smiling from 
from a worldly perspective. We do that point
not have tanks positioned alongside We made eye contact while we 
Catholic parades to prevent Protes- both continued dancing with others, 
tant/Catholic riots on the streets of 
Dublin. We do not have stories deal-

All submissions must be typed 
double-spaced on paper, e-mailed, or 
on a Mac or IBM 3 1/2 inch disk, in a 

WP version not greater than 
Word 6.0 or equivalent. 

The deadline is Mondays at 4:30 p.m.

on.

and then a song ended and every

Six years ago, the Gazette ran agement took it upon themselves 
an article entitled “The Gay man’s to send out a special advisory to 
guide to erotic safer sex”. The its season ticket holders to give 
item, which appeared in our 1991 them the option to ask for 
Pink Triangle supplement, was a fund for this particular show. Why 
reprint of one that had run ear- would this play warrant a paren- 
lier in The Muse, the student news- tal advisory for the culture-class, 
paper of Memorial University of and not Great Balls of Fire which 
Newfoundland. The article con- dealt with religion and incest? 
tained information on safe sex. This is hardly indicative of a truly 
interspersed with explicit descrip- open-minded locale, 
tions of gay male sex. The piece 
ran with a photo of two men hav- just last year a Nova Scotia court

judge required a convicted
The resulting furore in both pedophile to have a heterosexual 

Newfoundland and Nova Scotia male escort whenever in the vi- 
was incredible. The media de- cinity of children, thus implying 
nounced the article as pornogra- homosexuals are inherently child 
phy, the Royal Newfoundland 
Constabulary launched an inves
tigation, the Globe and Mail re
ported on the issue, and the 
Gazette was swamped with letters 
to the editor for the next month.
The debate was so heated that one 
of the editors of the Gazette re
signed.

Putting together this year’s 
Pink Triangle supplement, it is 
hard to imagine such a heated 
controversy arising like that molesters, 
again.

While the article in question nity at Dalhousie? Is there one?
The Nova Scotia Public Inter-

a re-

People also seem to forget that,

ing oral sex.

Have we 
become more 

tolerant of gay 
issues?

And what of the Gay commu-

did use graphic language, it was
not, in fact, much worse than est Research Group has helped 
what appears in Dan Savage’s create Humans Against Homo- 
Savage Love column every two phobia, an action group on Gay 
weeks in Coast. issues. As commendable as this 

In comparison, last year we group is, there still isn’t a group 
received just one letter complain- on campus that is specifically for 
ing about the Pink Triangle sup- the gay community. Why? 
plement.

Have we become more tolerant
There are two possibilities. The 

first is that the gay community 
has won. Dalhousie is a gay posi-of gay issues?

It would seem that we have, live campus, gays are not discrimi
nated against at Dalhousie, and 
there are no issues or obstacles

This week the Neptune Theatre 
is performing Angels in America. 
a play that has raised a storm of that gays face that are different 
controversy in both the United from the straight community. 
States and Canada. The play deals 
with gay relationships in the era untrue. Just this year an employee 
of AIDS. The reaction in Halifax? of the Physical Plant here at Dal 
Nothing. In fact, there has been alleged homophobia and discrimi- 
an awful lot of self-congratulatory nation on the part of his em- 
editorializing in the local papers ployer. At the University of 
(and on national radio) about Ottawa, a new program was 
what a major step this is for Hali- launched called Queer studies, 
fax. and how open-minded we are. Why don’t we have that here? As 

No mention is made of the fact the premiere university in the 
that at least 30 Neptune subscrib- Atlantic provinces, we should be 
ers asked for refunds for this par- the groundbreakers. Why aren’t 
ticular show. No mention is made students lobbying for greater aca- 
of the fact that the Neptune man- demie coverage of gay issues?

This, of course, is patently
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We haven't come that far, baby letters
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